Abstract-Active Queue Management (AQM) is used in comr-complicated to implement in real networks. Therefore we puter networks to increase link utilization with less queueing consider simpler PI controllers and switch among them.
I. INTRODUCTION
is supported by ns-2 [12] simulation results.
Remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The AQM One of the most persistent problems confronted in the model and the details of PI controller design for AQM are Internet is the congestion. When congestion is present in the given in Section II. The results and analysis of the nscomputer network, buffers at the routers are filled with packets. simulations can be found in Section III. Concluding remarks Any packet that reaches to these routers are lost and to be are made in Section IV.
resent. If lots of packets are lost and tried to be resent, a considerable amount of delay will be observed by the end users II. Pl CONTROL FOR AQM of the Internet, [4] . AQM is a congestion control mechanism A. Mathematical Model of AQM Supporting TCP Flows that is used for preventing buffer overflows and such large The dynamical model of TCP was developed using fluid delays. On the other hand, buffers that have an amount of flow approximation in [11] and used by [2] , [7] , [10] , [14] , packets less than a desired level are also unwanted because [15] , [20] . In this paper we use a simplified version of this they signal under utilization of link capacities. In fact, AQM model introduced in [7] . The model consists of the following tries to maintain a certain desired level of queue length at the nonlinear differential, time-delayed equations:
router buffers by avoiding both buffer overflow and emptiness. packet marking probability can be a static function of queue q(t)
length as in RED [3] and REM [1] or a dynamic function R(t)
of queue length as in [7] , [18] . In [11]7 a fluid flow model where W is the TCP window size, q is the queue length, N of AQM was developed. In [6] , [7] , the fluid flow model is is the number of TCP flows, c is the link capacity, and p is linearized and a design method for PI control of AQM is the probability of packet mark. Here, RTT (total delay in the proposed. In [18] , new PI and PID controllers for AQM are feedback path) is expressed by developed using techniques introduced in [5] , [13] and it is (t) shown that the proposed PI controller performs better than R(t) = To(t) + q(t) (3) the PI controller designed in [7] in terms of tracking and robustness.
where 7O(t) is the propagation delay. Note that we consider Different methods of AQM have been proposed in 2], [9] , time varying propagation delay. The variation of lo t) will be [14] , [16] , [19] , [20] . With the exception of [20] where Ho, taken to be slow compared to the variations of q(t but the c(t) based AQM techniques are used, the papers mentioned above magnitude of the variations of the propagation delay is larger do not consider time varying propagation delays, which may than the variations of queueing delay.
occur due to changes in the communication channels. The Equation (1) [5] , [13] . Fig. 4(a) . The plots of queue for this AQM problem. lengths are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 
